
URGENT! Your delegate vote cancelled- TWICE!

From: Vote Peter Lupia (votepeterlupia@protonmail.com)

To:

Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2022, 04:32 PM MDT

This information is critical for you to know.

Last  night  (3/29/22)  the  El  Paso  County  GOP  Executive  Committee  met  to  fulfill  the
motion made and passed at the County Assembly on 3/19/22 due to delays caused by
the rigorous and disruptive efforts of RINOs. That motion asked for a separate meeting
to  ratify  the  delegate/alternate  lists  for  the  Congressional  District  5  (CD5) Assembly
and CO State Assembly. The result of that motion took the vote away from you and the
1,000+ other County delegates in attendance and placed it into the hands of
approximately 40 people, some of whom are not even delegates. The meeting should
have been cordial and easily completed within 15 minutes. Instead, it lasted four hours
and  was  a  disrespectful  screaming  tantrum  for  RINOs  who  attempted  to  nullify  your
position as a delegate/alternate and cancel your vote.

The following briefly summarizes the horrific actions and votes of the meeting: 

Because Matt Moeller (HD18 Appointed Chair) failed to return required paperwork to
the GOP Chair on time, Delegate/Alternate vacancies were filled by the Chair
according  to  the  bylaws.  When  confronted  about  his  incompetence,  Matt  asked  the
Chair  multiple  times  to  lie  and  promote  Delegates/Alternates  of  his  recommendation
from the missing paperwork. As Chair Tonkins refused to capitulate to dishonesty and
bullying this set off a chain reaction of tantrums by RINOs leading to their attempt to
boycott the Assembly process:

CD5 Assembly list ratification (666 delegates/alternates -1,332 total): 



CD5 Chair Kay Rendelman and RINO supporters threatened to not ratify the delegate
list  if  Matt  Moeller’s  demands  that  the  Chair  participate  in  dishonesty  were  not  met.
After much raucous and contentious debate a voice vote for ratification was taken and
passed per Robert’s Rules of Order. Significantly later RINO members called the vote
into question and demanded the original vote be discarded and a new vote taken. 

Result: Thankfully,  your  delegate/alternate  positions  were  saved  by  16  Patriots
who demanded the approved ratification vote remain final. 

CO State Assembly list ratification ( 679 delegates/alternates -1,358 total):

Art Glynn, Matt Moeller, Kay Rendelman, Mary Elizabeth Fabian, and Daniel
Fennalson vigorously led the RINOs in hours of yelling and screaming efforts to deny
ratification  of  the  CO  State Assembly  list  for  the  same  reason  demanded  during  the
CD5  debate.  Chair  Tonkins  reminded  opposition  members  that  not  ratifying  the  CO
State Assembly list would mean that El Paso County would send ZERO delegates to
the CO State Assembly, effectively eliminating El Paso County from having any input
into  what  statewide  candidates  (U.S.  Senator,  Governor,  Secretary  of  State,  etc)
advance to the Primary Election. Multiple roll-call votes were forced by the Patriots in
attendance to have on record RINOs who were willing to cancel your election and vote
as a delegate/alternate.

Result of votes #1 and #2:  RINOs - Sandra Bankes, Mary Bradfield, Chuck
Broerman,  Sharon  Brown,  Teresa  Cheek,  Brenda  Conrad,  Mary  Elizabeth
Fabian, Art Glynn, Ryan Graham, Lois Landgraf, Julianne McPadden, Russel
McPadden,  Wendy  Miller,  Matt  Moeller,  Rose  Pugliese,  Kay  Rendelman,
Jodie  Ritchie,  Kit  Roupe,  Steve  Schleiker,  Karl  Schneider,  Joel  Sorenson,
and Elizabeth Vanderwerf voted NOT to ratify the list and send ZERO
delegates/alternates to the CO State Assembly

Result of vote #3:  Thankfully, your delegate/alternate positions were saved by
16 Patriots who fought for further debate and additional roll-call votes. This final
vote  ended  17  to  16  in  favor  of  ratification  only  after  some  RINO  members,
including  Kay  Rendelman  abstained,  and  RINO  Steve  Schleiker  changed  his
original position realizing that his vote was on the record by name.

NOTE the importance of our upcoming Clerk & Recorder election. Current Clerk Chuck
Broerman voted three times across the board not to ratify the delegate/alternate list.
My opponent Steve Schleiker changed his position only after being reminded that roll-
call votes put him on the record. Steve’s campaign consistently promises to “continue
the  great  work”  of  our  current  Clerk.  The  time  for  a  decision  is  fast  approaching…
accept more of the same from RINOs who have no regard for us or join me in taking
back what belongs to We the People.

It is crucial you have this information and that you share it with others.  Please take the
time  to  appreciate  that  Patriots  stood  in  the  gap  for  you  to  protect  your  position  as
delegate/alternate and your right to vote at the upcoming assemblies. I hope you take




